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Do you like to eat cupcakes?  Do you know how to bake chocolate cupcakes?  
Here are the things you will need for baking.  You will need chocolate cake 
mix, eggs, milk, and frosting.

The steps for cooking are:
1.   Mix the cake mix and eggs together in a large mixing bowl.
2.   Add the milk and stir well.
3.   Pour the mix into paper cups in a muffin pan.
4.   Have a grown-up help you put the cupcakes       
      in the oven.
5.   Bake them for 25 minutes.

When they are done and have cooled off, frost 
each cupcake with the frosting.  Share your 
cupcakes and enjoy.

Making Cupcakes

About how long will it take to mix and bake these cupcakes?

15 minutes
25 minutes
1 hour
3 hours

What makes the cupcakes chocolate?

the cake mix
the eggs
the frosting
the milk
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Making Cupcakes (continued) 

To make these cupcakes you will need 

a large fork
an oven
a toaster
an electric knife

Cupcakes need to cool off before adding frosting because

the cupcakes will melt
the cupcakes will burn
the frosting will melt
the frosting will burn

Which of these is true?

You need a grown-up to help bake the cupcakes.
You mix water with the cake mix and eggs.
You need to bake the cupcakes for 35 minutes.
You need to frost the cupcakes right after baking.
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Making Cupcakes

1. 1 hour

2. the cake mix

3. an oven

4. the frosting will melt

5. You need a grown-up to help bake the cupcakes.

SSS Benchmark
LAA213: Reads for information to use in performing a task 
and learning a new task. (Represents text information in dif-
ferent ways.)

LAA211: Determines the main idea or essential message 
from a text and identifies supporting information. (Draw 
conclusions from text.)

LAA211: Determines the main idea or essential message 
from a text and identifies supporting information. (Identifies 
the main idea.)  

LAA211: Determines the main idea or essential message 
from a text and identifies supporting information. (Draw 
conclusions from text.)
LAA213: Reads for information to use in performing a task 
and learning a new task. (Represents text information in dif-
ferent ways.)

SAT Standard
Apply ideas from text to a new situation

Draw conclusions from details

Extract implicit theme or main idea

Generalize beyond text


